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Abstract
This Paper presents an analysis of test data recorded during flight trials of a 
gyroplane. This class of rotary-wing aircraft has found limited application in areas 
other than sport or recreational flying. However, the accident rate is such that a 
study of the configuration's stability and control characteristics is timely, and in 
addition substantive data is required for a new ainworthiness and design standard 
that is under development. The Paper complements previous work on the 
longitudinal degrees of freedom and as a consequence, serves to complete the 
definitive analysis of gyroplane stability and control. The identified derivatives are 
related to specific aspects of the layout of the gyroplane, and hence the influence of 
design on the static and dynamic behaviour is quantified, it is concluded that robust 
estimates of the lateral and directional stability and control derivatives have been 
identified, indicating benign and "conventional" characteristics.
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Nomenclature
state-space system and control matrices 
imaginary operator
rolling acceleration derivatives, 1/(ms), 1/s etc.
yawing acceleration derivatives, 1/(ms), 1/s etc.
angular velocity components about x, z body axes, rad/s
correlation coefficient
real and imaginary components of []
airspeed, m/s
velocity component along lateral body axis, m/s 
velocity component along lateral air data probe axis, m/s
state and control vectors
Fourier-transformed state and control vectors
sideslip vane location in body axes, m
aircraft centre-of-mass position in body axes, m
lateral body axis acceleration derivatives, 1/s, m/(rad s), etc.
sideslip measured at vane location, rad
frequency increment, rad/s
time increment, s
lateral stick position, % (0% fully left) 
rudder pedal position, % (0% fully left)
frequency, rad/s
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Introduction
There are a wide range of configurations in the class of aircraft known as 
rotorcraft. The helicopter is the most common type, finding widespread application in 
commercial and military aviation. The gyroplane (or autogyro), however, is an 
increasingly popular machine in sport and recreational flying, having found no 
practical application in contemporary commercial or military roles.
Currently, most if not all types of gyroplane are in the homebuilt, or 
experimental category. The study of the configuration's flight mechanics is timely, 
given the accident rate suffered by the aircraft, e.g. Ref. 1. This, together with the 
increase in light gyroplane flying in the U.K., has heightened interest in this class of 
aircraft, and afTew airworthiness and design standard (BCAR Section T) has been 
published by the U.K. Civil Aviation Authority, Ref. 2.
However, there is little substantive data at present to support the design 
standard, and the literature has not, until recently, addressed stability and control 
(Refs. 3, 4). The objective of this Paper is therefore to contribute to a sparse 
literature on the subject of gyroplane flight mechanics, thereby directly supporting 
BCAR Section T. The specific aims of the work are: to explore the application, to the 
gyroplane, of previous research in rotorcraft system identification; to obtain robust 
estimates of lateral/directionai stability and control derivatives: and to use these 
derivatives to assess the nature of the flight dynamics of gyroplanes.
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Background
The gyroplane helped to pave the way for the development of the helicopter, 
introducing cyclic pitch control and blades attached to the rotor hub by means of a 
hinge. However, it is only recently that stability and control issues have been 
addressed in the literature, Refs. 3 and 4. This recent work considered longitudinal 
stability and control. It has shown that gyroplanes can exhibit conventional stability 
and control characteristics, although the rotorspeed degree of freedom couples 
strongly with the classical short-period and phugoid modes of motion. Prior to that 
work, the literature on gyroplanes nonetheless is considerable, Refs. 5-15 for 
example. However, in a contemporary context, this work is now primarily of historical 
significance. It provides the basis of the understanding of gyroplane flight, but does 
not address the issues of stability and control. Examination of the literature shows a 
logical development of the study of gyroplanes, from the elementary theory of 
gyroplane flight, to an analysis of aerodynamics and performance and ultimately 
rotor behaviour, but only for steady flight. Interest then apparently waned and the 
next logical stage in the study of the gyroplane i.e. stability and control, was not 
examined. For example, the work of Glauert includes the derivation of simple 
expressions for rotorspeed as a function of loading and axial velocity. Ref. 5. 
Wheatley, Ref. 11 derived expressions for the flapping angles required for 
equilibrium flight, presenting results that show how coning, longitudinal and lateral 
flap angles vary with flight condition. Nowadays, these analyses would be 
recognisable as classical rotary-wing theory and analogous to that found in 
helicopter text books. Wheatley even examined higher harmonic components of 
blade flapping behaviour. Ref. 13.
It is in this context that gyroplane flight trials and the associated data analysis 
methods were planned. There is an extensive literature on system identification and 
parameter estimation, and application to the rotorcraft problem is well documented,
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e.g. Refs. 16-21. Tischler in particular has argued strongly in favour of the merits of 
frequency-domain identification, specifically directed towards the synthesis of non- 
parametric frequency responses. The repeatability and consistency achieved 
indicates that the frequency domain approach is robust.
The approach taken in this Paper is to adopt a frequency-domain equation- 
error method using linear regression, to synthesise conventional 3 degree-of- 
freedom stability and control derivatives. This model structure is familiar to flight 
dynamicists, thereby facilitating general insight into fundamental behaviour of the 
gyroplane. Specific derivatives are directly related to individual, or group, effects that 
would otherwise be hidden in the aggregate presentation of a frequency response. 
The equation error method has limitations, as described in Refs. 16 and 19, although 
working in the^frequency domain minimises some of the difficulties. The advantage is 
the simplicity of the approach, in concept and application. It is argued that good 
results can be obtained with a frequency-domain equation-error approach if careful 
design of the experiments, the equipment installation and execution of the flight trials 
is complemented by sound engineering judgement applied to the interpretation of the 
data.
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Aircraft and Experimental Installation
The aircraft used in this study was the VPM M16 gyroplane, Figure 1. It is of 
Italian origin, produced in kit form for assembly by the owner. The maximum all-up 
mass is 450 kg. The aircraft is powered by a four-cylinder two-stroke engine driving 
a three-bladed fixed pitch propeller. For helicopter engineers not familiar with 
gyroplanes, the rotor system is of an interesting configuration, typical of this class of 
aircraft. The two main rotor blades are bolted to a teeter bar, suspended from a 
teeter bolt. The blades are untwisted, and no cyclic pitch can be applied. This hub 
assembly is mounted on a spindle, about 200mm long, and this spindle pivots about 
its lower end to tilt the entire rotor fore and aft and laterally to effect pitch and roll 
control, respectively. In this regard, the aircraft could be classed as a tilt-rotor.
The experimental installation consisted of a digital on-board recording system, 
operating at 10 Hz. A nose-mounted air data probe containing sideslip and angle of 
attack vanes was fitted, and an inertial unit measured angular velocities about three 
axes, and linear accelerations along these axes. A separate unit was used to 
measure roll and pitch angles . Pilot control positions were measured using 
potentiometers. Rotorspeed was also recorded. The front seat and flight controls 
were removed to accommodate the system.
The gyroplane presents a particular challenge, in addition to those normally 
met with helicopter system identification. The aircraft is light, which demands 
stringent limits on atmospheric conditions during the tests. Solo operation of this 
aircraft was essential due to the mass and space restrictions imposed by the 
instrumentation system. This placed particular demands on the test pilot's flying skills 
in order that the quality of test input was not compromised.
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Data Analysis and Model Synthesis
The model structure for which coefficients are to be identified, is of 
conventional state-space form, i.e.
X = Ax + Bu
where
A =
'Yv yr o' 'Yrtc 1 ____
1
Lv LP 0 h 0 Lnc
0 1 0 0 0 . B = 0 0
K NP 0 K 0 Nnf.
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
This constitutes the lateral/directional subset of the conventional 6 degree-of- 
freedom rigid-body flight mechanics model. The rigid body states are taken to be 
with respect to the usual mutually orthogonal, right-handed frame of reference 
whose origin is at the centre of mass.
The angular quantities in the state vector, and the control positions, are all 
measured directly. The translational velocity v is obtained from airspeed and 
sideslip data measured at the nose-mounted boom, as follows.
V = Vprobe - P(Zvane - Zcg ) + r{Xvme - Xce )vane eg >
and
Vprobe = yf^^nPv.
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The time histories of each variable were then converted into frequency 
domain information using a Discrete Fourier Transform, Ref. 21, given by
N-l
Xildsf) = MY,xne-i2Kikn)'N ■, k = 0,1,2,..., AT -1
«=0
which gives real and imaginary parts of X ,
N-l
n=0
N-l
Re[X(M/)] = cosilnikn)/ N); lm[X(k^)] = sin(2;r(itn)/ N)
n=0
The quality of these frequency domain data can be enhanced by standard 
processing techniques such as applying overlapped and tapered windows to the 
data, as recommended by Tischler, Ref. 21.
Each degree of freedom can then be treated separately, and formulation as a 
linear regression problem allows estimation of the coefficients. The state-space 
description is converted to the frequency domain, i.e.
io) x{(o) = Ax(q}) + Bu{(d)
Note that this assumes that any process noise is zero. The real parts on each side 
can be equated, as can the imaginary parts, to give two matrix equations that the A 
and B coefficients must satisfy, viz.
-<olm[^(ro)] = A(Re[^(o)]) + B(Re[«(6))]) 
fi)Re[x(<y)] = A(Im[x(£())]) + 5(Im[«(ro)])
The rolling moment equation for example, is then expressed as the two equations
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-0)Jm[p{0))] = Lv Re[v(o))] + LpRe[/?(o})] + Lr Re[r(o))] + Lt1c Re[T]c(Q))] 
6jRe[/7(G))] = Lv Im[v(ffl)] + Lp Im[/7(fi))] + Lr Im[r(o)] + L1]c Im[r7c(£0)]
+ Lnp^\m{r]ped{(0)\
The other degrees of freedom are in a similar form.
The equation-error formulation is especially useful in circumstances where not 
all the degrees of freedom in the model structure can be identified from a single 
event. In such cases the rolling moment, for example, identified from one flight or 
event can be incorporated in the state-space model structure with the sideforce or 
yawing moment equations identified from another.
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Results
Frequency sweep inputs were performed on rudder and lateral stick controls 
at a nominal airspeed of 70 mph. These data were used for identifying the stability 
and control derivatives. Doublet inputs were also applied to these controls to provide 
dissimilar data for checking the veracity of the identified models. Figure 2 illustrates 
a typical frequency sweep performed with lateral stick, while Figure 3 shows a 
rudder pedal input. It is instructive to consider these data qualitatively before any 
processing is carried out. Note that the lateral stick input produces small yaw rates in 
relation to the roll rate generated, while the rudder input produces sideslip and yaw 
rate response, but an insignificant level of response in the roll degree of freedom.
An important aspect in any system identification study is the identifiability oi 
the estimated parameters. Refs. 22, 23. This is particularly germane to the equation 
error approach. Robust estimates of the derivatives are those whose values can be 
judged to be invariant with the event, input type, estimation method or frequency 
range used, and for which a low standard error is calculated. Verification of the 
appropriateness of the identified model is usually achieved by confirming that it will 
predict the response to a dissimilar control input to that used in the identification. The 
issue of identifiability is of particular concern to the gyroplane problem as there is no 
literature on the vehicle's lateral/directional characteristics. These issues are 
explored next.
Derivative estimates from dissimilar controls types
Estimates of the sideforce derivatives obtained from lateral stick inputs, are 
compared with those obtained from rudder in Table 1. The standard error associated 
with each derivative is given in parentheses. These estimates were obtained by 
matching the model structure with the flight data over a 1 Hz frequency range.
S. S. Houston
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parameter lateral stick input rudder pedal input
R2 0.691 0.924
Yv 0.148 (0.069) -0.046 (0.025)
YP -1.661 (0.642) -0.809(1.812)
Y* 11.111 (0.514) 28.8345 (5.115)
yr -34.176 (1.802) -34.755 (0.971)
Ync -0.009 (0.012) -0.009 (0.027)
0.187 (0.035) 0.065 (0.017)
The correlation coefficient indicates that the data from the rudder input is the 
most appropriate to use with this model structure. The standard error associated with 
Yp and is large, indicating low confidence in the value of the derivative. These
terms can be left out of the model structure as insignificant. This is of some concern 
with regard to Yt, as it is one of two derivatives in this degree of freedom that
physically ought to have negligible aerodynamic or propulsion force contributions 
(i.e. those dominated by kinematic or gravitational terms), the other being Yr . The 
former ought to have a value of approximately 9.81. It can be seen that in this
respect, the lateral stick frequency sweep paradoxically offers a much better 
estimate of than the data generated with the rudder pedal sweep. These
identifiability issues are consistent with Figure 3 where it is clear that rudder inputs 
produce very little roll disturbance, i.e. there is insufficient data to accurately identify 
derivatives with respect to roll. However, both input types give estimates of Yr that 
are consistent with the mean flight speed of 34 m/s.
The evidence would therefore suggest that the most appropriate course of
action is to use the rudder pedal frequency sweep data, but with a revised model 
structure that does not contain Y0, Y. or Y„ . Table 2 shows the result.
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Table 2 7-force derivative estimates from rudder pedal frequency sweep
revised model structure
parameter estimate
R2 0.915
Yv -0.081 (0.022)
Yr -32.538 (0.761)
Y„
rtptd 0.043 (0.015)
In the state-space model, the derivative 7^ is set to the physically-correct 
value of 9.80665, with Yp and Ync set to zero as the results suggest that they cannot 
be estimated with any confidence.
Corresponding estimates of the rolling moment derivatives obtained from 
lateral stick inputs, are compared with those obtained from rudder in Table 3. The 
standard error associated with each derivative is given in parentheses.
parameter lateral stick input rudder pedal input
R2 0.882 0.060
Lv 0.047 (0.010) -0.001 (0.003)
LP -2.407 (0.090) -0.144 (0.206)
h 0.169 (0.252) -0.112 (0.111)
K 0.069 (0.002) -0.001 (0.002)
L„
rlped -0.003 (0.005) 0.005 (0.003)
Unlike the sideforce derivatives, in this instance the rudder pedal sweep data 
is clearly inappropriate, in several respects. The correlation coefficient is too small, 
indicating a poor model structure; the standard error for each parameter is very large
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in relation to the parameter estimates; and inspection of Figure 3 again shows 
qualitatively that rudder inputs produce insignificant amounts of roll response. By
contrast, the lateral stick frequency sweep data gives derivatives with a very low 
standard error, with the exception of Lr and . In the latter case this is due to the
fact that there is an insignificant level of rudder activity during the lateral sweep, 
while in the former it is because there is little yaw rate response to lateral stick 
displacement, as seen from Figure 2.
These results suggest that the roll moment model structure should be 
modified to neglect Lr and L11pei. Table 4 shows the result.
Table 4 rolling moment derivative estimates from lateral stick frequency
parameter estimate
R2 0.882
Lv 0.050 (0.004)
Le -2.438 (0.082)
K 0.069 (0.002)
The very small standard error relative to the corresponding derivative 
estimate is a measure of the high degree of confidence in the estimated values.
Finally, estimates of the yawing moment derivatives obtained from lateral stick 
inputs, are compared with those obtained from rudder in Table 5. In this case, the 
results from the lateral stick frequency sweep can be discarded, once again on the 
basis of the correlation coefficient alone. This is consistent with Figure 2 which
shows limited yawing response to lateral stick inputs. The rudder frequency sweep 
result indicates that Np can be discarded from the model structure due to the
relatively high standard error associated with the estimate. Again, this is consistent
S. S. Houston
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with Figure 3 where there is negligible roll rate response to rudder inputs. The 
revised parameter estimates are given in Table 6.
parameter lateral stick input rudder pedal input
R2 0.588 0.912
Nv 0.039 (0.003) 0.059 (0.002)
NP -0.214(0.030) 0.066 (0.168)
Nr -0.426 (0.088) -0.939 (050)
0.020 (0.001) -0.002 (0.004)
0.006 (0.001) 0.032 (0.001)
Table 6 yawing moment derivative estimates from rudder pedal frequency
parameter estimate
R2 0.882
Nv 0.060 (0.001)
Nr -0.931 (0.044)
NnP. 0.032 (0.001)
Derivative estimates from fits over dissimilar frequency ranges
Suitable choice of frequency range across which the identification is to be 
conducted, is important for two reasons. First, too small a frequency range and 
insufficient information may be available to fully specify the parameters in the model 
structure. Second, too large a frequency range, and dynamics unmodelled by the 3 
degree-of-freedom structure may distort the values. Derivative estimates from the 
frequency sweep data were obtained by regression over 0.5 Hz and these results
S. S. Houston
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are compared in Tables 7-9 with those obtained previously for a frequency range of 
1 Hz.
Table 7 7-force derivative estimates from rudder pedal frequency sweep
parameter estimate, 0.5 Hz estimate, 1.0 Hz
R2 0.953 0.915
Yv -0.089 (0.023) -0.081 (0.022)
Yr -32.212 (0.792) -32.538 (0.761)
0.035 (0.016) 0.043 (0.015)
! 8 rolling moment derivative estimates from iaterai stick frequency
swrop - revised modei structure, dissimiiar frequency range
parameter estimate, 0.5 Hz estimate, 1.0 Hz
R2 0.917 0.882
Lv 0.034 (0.003) 0.050 (0.004)
-2.582 (0.084) -2.438 (0.082)
K 0.063 (0.002) 0.069 (0.002)
9 yawing moment derivative estimates from rudder pedal frequency
sweep - revised modei structure, dissimilar frequency range
parameter estimate, 0.5 Hz estimate, 1.0 Hz
R2 0.944 0.882
K 0.059 (0.002) 0.060 (0.001)
K -0.904 (0.046) -0.931 (0.044)
Ylped 0.031 (0.001) 0.032 (0.001)
S. S. Houston
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Only the estimate for Lv shows the greatest relative difference between the 
0.5 and 1 Hz regressions. The limited variability of the estimates with frequency 
range tend to suggest that the model structure is appropriate for frequencies up to 1 
Hz.
Verification
The state-space model constructed from the identified derivatives in Tables 2, 
4 and 6 is given by
V -0.081 0 9.80665 -32.538 O' V ■ 0 0.043'
p 0.050 -2.438 0 0 0 p 0.069 0
= 0 1 0 0 0 <t> + 0 0
'ric
f 0.060 0 0 -0.931 0 r 0 0.032
_rlped
_p 0 0 1 0 0 0
The eigenvalues or stability roots of the system are given in Table 10, and are 
recognisable as roll subsidence, dutch roll and spiral modes of motion.
mode eigenvalue
roll -2.382
dutch roll -0.580±1.31331
spiral 0.0923
Figure 5 shows verification of the model identified from frequency sweep data. 
The model is driven by a doublet-type input made with lateral stick displacements at 
the same nominal flight condition. The identified model provides a very good 
representation of the overall response. The influence of the unstable spiral mode is 
not clear, however.
S. S. Houston
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Figure 6 shows verification of thq model for rudder inputs. The identified 
model provides a very good representation of the short- to medium-term response, 
i.e. that dominated by roll subsidence and dutch roll. The influence of the unstable 
spiral mode is clear in this case however, with the longer term response of the model 
clearly diverging from the flight measurements, although not to a significant extent.
Analysis of spiral mode characteristics
The unstable spiral mode is inconsistent with the observed behaviour in any 
response data from rudder or lateral stick inputs, which shows no divergent 
tendency. Padfield, Ref. 24, presents an approximation to the spiral mode which
shows that it is influenced by all of the lateral and directional stability derivatives. For 
Lr = 0 and iVp = 0 , it reduces to
^spiral
g(kNr)
Vf(LpNv+gLv/Vf)
This approximation can be used to examine the nature of spiral mode, as it gives 
^spiral -0.113, i.e. very close to the exact value in Table 10. Inspection of the
approximation above shows that the stability of this mode is determined by the 
dihedral effect, Lv. Positive dihedral effect, Lv<0 will tend to stabilise the spiral 
mode. Here, Lv >0. Simple numerical sensitivity analysis using the identified state- 
space model confirms that reducing the magnitude of Lv reduces the magnitude of
Pi . ,.spiral
A statistical interpretation of the standard error is that it represents upper and 
lower bounds which define limits on the confidence and probability with which each 
derivative has been estimated. A factor of 1.97 applied to each standard error gives 
an upper and lower limit defining the boundaries for which there is 95% confidence 
that there is a 95% probability that the derivatives lies within that range. If the value
S. S. Houston
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of each derivative is set at the appropriate bound for reducing Xspirai, the state-space 
model becomes
V ' -0.081 0 9.80665 -34.035 O' V ■ 0 0.043'
p 0.041 -2.599 0 0 0 P 0.069 0
= 0 1 0 0 0 P + 0 0
f 0.063 0 0 -0.845 0 r 0 0.032
0 0 0 1 0 .w. 0 0
Ic
rlped
Table 11 shows the stability roots, and it is clear that within the defined limits of 
identifiability, there has been little scope for reducing the instability of Xspiral, the time
to double amplitude increasing from 7.5 to 11.4 sec. The approximation for if it 
retains its validity for all l^, does indicate that the spiral mode will only stabilise for
L„<0. -
mode eigenvalue
roll -2.557
dutch roll -0.515±1.3931
spiral 0.061
The impact of these adjustments on the verification result is shown in Figures 
7 and 8. Improvement in medium- to long-term prediction of the response to rudder 
and lateral stick inputs is obtained relative to Figures 5 and 6. However, the impact 
of the unstable spiral mode is still evident in the response to a rudder input. There 
could be three reasons for this: firstly, the real aircraft may indeed have an unstable 
spiral mode, but it is not excited by the control inputs applied; secondly, the identified 
(linear) model is an incomplete description of behaviour, and slight non-linearity or 
coupling with other degrees of freedom is stabilising the spiral mode; thirdly, Lv
could be poorly identified. The latter is highly unlikely, as the standard error
S. S. Houston
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associated with the estimates is very snriall, indicating high confidence in the result. 
Similar values have been obtained from other events, Table 12.
Table 12 multi-run consistency in estimates of
flight/event estimate
flight 10/event 4 0.050 (0.004)
flight 10/event 11 0.058 (0.005)
flight 10/event 14 0.065 (0.005)
Data from steady heading sideslip tests is given in Figure 9, which shows 
lateral stick variation with sideslip angle at 70 mph, together with a best-fit through 
the measured data. The slope of the latter is -0.23 %/deg, or -0.30 %/deg if the 
measurements 15 deg sideslip is discarded. From the rolling moment equation the 
rate of change of lateral stick with sideslip is given by
-tv'L<1c
Substituting the identified values of Lv and L1]c gives a value for the stick position 
versus sideslip gradient of -0.39 %/deg. These data confirm that Lv has been 
correctly identified with a positive sign, and hence, that the spiral mode is unstable 
for the other reasons outlined above.
S. S. Houston
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Discussion
The results indicate that the VPM Ml6 gyroplane exhibits conventional lateral 
and directional dynamic stability characteristics. Features peculiar to this aircraft 
have rendered the robust identification of the stability and control derivatives a 
challenge. However informed application of system identification tools to the 
dynamic response data has been complemented by traditional flight test methods for 
steady data, resulting in a high degree of confidence in the results. Although specific 
to the VPM Ml6, the results can be interpreted in a more general context, as most 
contemporary light gyroplanes conform to the same configuration of open, 
streamlined pod for the occupants; a pusher propeller in close proximity to the fin 
and rudder, energising the airflow; and endplates on the tailplane.
The main rotor contributes the roll damping Lp and like a conventional 
helicopter, will have a very weak stabilising contribution to dihedral effect Lv . The
absence of a tail rotor means that the basic airframe configuration dominates all the 
other stability derivatives. This includes the negligible value of Lr and Np , which
probably explains the very weak roll/yaw and yaw/roll coupling. Given the relatively 
low flight speed, the strong primary damping in yaw Nr is probably due to the 
energising effect of the propeller in close proximity to the fin and endplates. This 
parameter has been shown previously. Ref. 24, to have a dominant influence on 
dutch roll damping, and is primarily responsible for this mode being so well damped. 
The weathercock stability derivative Nv is of interest because it is stabilising and
significant in magnitude. The concern with light gyroplanes of this configuration is the 
amount of side area ahead of the centre of mass, which will tend to be de-stabilising. 
Again, the energising effect of the propeller on the tail surfaces probably helps in this 
regard.
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However, it is the result in dihedral effect Lv which is of the most interest. 
Lv>0 tends to be de-stabilising, and its influence on the spiral mode is clear. 
Padfield, Ref. 24 has also shown that it can also adversely affect dutch roll stability.
It influences the static behaviour of the aircraft, as evidenced by the steady heading 
sideslip results. Relative to light fixed-wing aircraft, where sideslipping flight such as 
crosswind operation means that right rudder requires left stick, I, > 0 means that the 
lateral stick is required to move in the opposite sense. Lv > 0 results from the fact 
that the vertical areas on the aircraft are low on the airframe, relative to the centre of 
mass which is fairly high. All light gyroplanes seem to be of this configuration. The 
stabilising tendency of the rotor is very weak and the results here indicate that it is 
swamped by these airframe effects. The spiral mode behaviour is not fully 
understood, and the mechanism for it being stable in the light of the identified 
stability derivatives is not clear, and may not be repeated on other machines. 
However, by virtue of the similarity in configuration, Lv > 0 most probably is. A
suitable and simple design improvement would be to add vertical area above the 
centre of mass, and the most expedient means of doing so would be to streamline 
the rotor mast.
Finally, the dynamic stability characteristics are such that this aircraft would 
easily satisfy the requirements of BCAR Section T. Indeed, against the requirements 
of the latest military rotorcraft handling criteria. Ref. 25, it would satisfy the 
requirements for Level 2 (acceptable) handling qualities in roll for most tasks, and 
easily meet Level 1 (satisfactory) criteria for dutch roll characteristics. It is unlikely 
therefore that the poor accident record of light gyroplanes is a consequence of 
lateral/directional stability and control characteristics.
S. S. Houston
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Conclusions
Robust identification of gyroplane lateral and directional stability and control 
derivatives has been possible using relatively straightforward frequency-domain 
parameter estimation tools.
The results indicate that the basic design configuration of the contemporary 
light gyroplane does not compromise lateral/directional characteristics, although 
greater dihedral effect is possibly desirable.
The results are unique, and therefore contribute directly to the development of 
the UK gyroplane airworthiness and design standard, BCAR Section T in the 
important area’tjf dynamic stability.
S. S. Houston
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Figure 1 — VPM M16 gyroplane instrumented for flight trials
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Figure 2 — Lateral stick frequency sweep
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Figure 2 (concl.) — Lateral stick frequency sweep
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Figure 3 -- Rudder pedal frequency sweep
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Figure 4 - Comparison of flight and identified model roll moment
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Figure 5 - Identified model verification - lateral stick input
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Figure 6 -- Identified model verification - rudder pedal input
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Figure 7 - Adjusted model verification - lateral stick input
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Figure 8 — Adjusted model verification - rudder pedal input
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Figure 9 -- Lateral stick position with sideslip
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